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Neighborhood Traffic Management Program 

Introduction 

The Neighborhood Traffic Management 

Program (NTMP) for residential streets rep-

resents the commitment of Prince George’s 

County and the Department of Public 

Works and Transportation (DPW&T; the 

Department) to promoting and encourag-

ing the safety and livability of the County’s 

residential communities. In an effort to re-

duce the impact of traffic on our neighbor-

hoods, the NTMP provides a process for 

identifying, evaluating, and addressing un-

desirable traffic conditions related to 

speeding and excessive cut through traffic 

volumes. 

This document describes traffic man-

agement measures that can be implement-

ed (page 3), the methods used to evaluate 

the need for management measures on a 

given street (page 10), and the process 

whereby citizens and the County govern-

ment work together to improve neighbor-

hood traffic conditions through NTMP 

(page 15). 

NTMP GOALS 

The Neighborhood Traffic Management 

Program has four primary goals: 

1. Improve neighborhood livability by re-

ducing the speeds and impact of vehic-

ular traffic on residential streets, while 

providing for the safe, efficient, and 

economical movement of persons and 

goods throughout the County. 

2. Promote safe and pleasant conditions 

for residents, pedestrians, bicyclists, 

and motorists on neighborhood streets, 

while preserving access for emergency-

vehicles, buses, and other users. 

3. Encourage and promote citizen in-

volvement in all phases of NTMP. 

4. Make efficient use of County resources 

by ranking requested streets according 

to their NTMP point assignment scores 

and other factors. 

NTMP PROCESS 

Since traffic management devices affect 

all the residents living within the communi-

ty and in the event of eligibility, there will 

be a need for close coordination with the 

community, all requests should come from 

the home owners association (HOA). In the 

event a home owner’s association does not 

exist, the request should be made through 

the local council representative.  

When the Department receives a re-

quest for traffic management changes on a 

particular residential street, the Department 

conducts traffic engineering studies to de-

termine the type and severity of traffic 

problems occurring on the street. With 

NTMP’s point assignment system (see page 

10), requested streets can be evaluated and 

rated according to their individual point 

scores, which reflect the prevailing traffic 

conditions on the given street. It should be 

noted that NTMP entails only the neigh-

borhood residential streets and does not 

include arterial and collector type road-

ways that are in our roadway system classi-

fication. These roadways are classified as 

arterial/collector roadways and typically 

have a wider (right-of-way) that connects 
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two major routes. Arterial/collector road-

ways are exempt from the installation of 

NTMP’s physical devices as they are de-

signed to accommodate higher volumes of 

traffic at relatively higher speed to handle 

increased capacity and also to minimize 

the reduction of emergency response 

times, especially for large trucks using 

these roadways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If a residential street is found eligible 

(according to its point score and other fac-

tors) and if the required approval of the res-

idents has been obtained and the necessary 

funding is available, the Department will 

install traffic management devices such as 

speed humps, traffic circles, or diverters, if 

found feasible. NTMP will also make 

available traffic diversion measures such as 

one-way street patterns or turn prohibitions 

and will include educational measures 

such as the Speed Awareness Program. 
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Traffic Management Measures 

All County streets qualify for traffic control 

devices in accordance with the Manual on 

Uniform Traffic Control Devices, the use of 

which is mandated by State law. This man-

ual, prepared by a national joint committee 

of municipal, county, and State officials, 

describes conditions or warrants which 

should be present prior to the installation of 

traffic control devices, including the multi-

way stop control.  

NTMP traffic management measures for 

residential neighborhoods have been classi-

fied in three levels, each progressively more 

restrictive to motorists using the street. This 

section describes the measures 

Note that the multi-way stop control, 

one of the most frequently requested traffic 

control devices, is not included. The multi-

way stop control may be warranted at loca-

tions with significant and approximately 

equal volumes on all approaches, where a 

correctable accident problem exists that 

cannot be solved using other means or as 

an interim measure where a traffic control 

signal is urgently required. Due to the sig-

nificant volumes required, a multi-way stop 

control is seldom warranted within residen-

tial neighborhoods. The multi-way stop has 

been shown to be ineffective in providing 

the desired state of reasonable and con-

sistent speeds throughout the roadway, is 

detrimental to air and noise quality due to 

the number of starts and stops, and can 

cause safety problems due to the high inci-

dence of non-compliance. 

LEVEL 1 MEASURES (REQUIRED POINTS 

SCORE = 50 POINTS) 

Level 1 measures are passive in nature 

and include educational methods and spe-

cial pavement markings. For some of these 

measures to be implemented, a civic associ-

ation’s involvement is required. Residents 

may also be required to participate in the 

educational measures. 
 

 

 

 

 

Speed Awareness Program 

The Speed Awareness Program is an ed-

ucational measure intended to increase mo-

torists’ awareness of the speed at which they 

travel on neighborhood streets and to pro-

vide residents a positive outlet to show their 

 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES 

 

LEVEL I 

Speed Awareness Program 

Special Pavement Markings 

Signs, including Speed Limit Signs 

 

LEVEL II 

One-Way Streets 

Turn Prohibitions 

Speed Humps 

Traffic Circles 

Roundabouts 

Semi-Diverters 

Chokers 

 

LEVEL III 

Diagonal Diverters 

Full Closures 
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concerns regarding speeding in their neigh-

borhood. The program provides a Speed 

Monitoring Awareness Radar Trailer 

(SMART), which includes a radar unit, a 

speed limit sign, and a digital speed dis-

play board that shows motorists the speed 

at which they travel. SMART is used dur-

ing Speed Awareness Day events sched-

uled and attended by at least 10 members 

of a participating civic association. 

 The purpose of the Speed Awareness 

Program is to assist citizens’ organizations 

throughout the County in addressing chron-

ic speeding conditions on specific roadway 

sections by participating in ‘‘Speed Aware-

ness Day’’ events. 

 A Speed Awareness Day is a 4- to 6-

hour event during which a group of citizens 

(minimum 10 persons) assembles at a safe 

location adjacent to the targeted roadway to 

demonstrate their concern about speeding 

conditions. Typically, groups draw attention 

by conveying a positive message to passing 

motorists (e.g. ‘‘Safe at 25 MPH,’’ ‘‘No Need 

to Speed,’’ etc.) through the use of preprint-

ed signs and apparel. It is the sole responsi-

bility of the citizens’ organization to plan, 

schedule, and publicize the event and to 

provide the necessary signs, T-shirts, etc.   

 For its role, the Department provides 

and monitors a Speed Monitoring Aware-

ness Radar Trailer (SMART) and provides 

loaner safety vests for the participants. The 

Department will also request that at least 

one Prince George’s County Police De-

partment officer be present during the 

event.    

 Requests for scheduling of Speed 

Awareness Day events are coordinated 

through the Department’s Traffic Safety Di-

vision.   

Special Pavement Markings 

 Special pavement markings involve the 

installation of shoulder/parking lanes and 

center left-turn lanes to narrow the travel 

path in an effort to better control speeds. 

These special lanes are used on roadways 

which are at least 36 feet wide, and they 

have the greatest benefit on streets where 

limited on-street parking occurs. 

LEVEL II MEASURES (REQUIRED POINTS 

SCORE = 60 POINTS) 

Level II measures include traffic con-

trol devices and physical measures which 

 Special Pavement Markings 
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control access to neighborhoods, change 

travel patterns, and regulate the flow of 

traffic through the neighborhood. Prior to 

implementation of a Level II measure, a 

petition must be signed by the affected 

residents. 

One-Way Streets 

One-way streets are used to deter cut-

through traffic by changing the traffic pat-

tern in a neighborhood. They should be 

implemented only after careful study, as 

they may cause speeding conditions due to 

the lack of opposing traffic, and they may 

increase emergency-vehicle response times. 

To be implemented, one-way streets require 

a convenient parallel roadway and approv-

al by residents of both streets. They should 

not be implemented on streets wider than 

26 feet or when alternative routes are not 

available. 

Turn Prohibitions 

Turn prohibitions are used to deter 

cut-through traffic by prohibiting entry in-

to and out of a neighborhood on streets 

which primarily experience a peak hour 

through-traffic problem. Turn prohibitions 

should be implemented only after careful 

study as they may divert traffic to nearby 

residential streets or to intersections with 

an existing congestion problem. Turn pro-

hibitions shall not be considered for resi-

dential collector streets. Turn prohibitions 

require police enforcement to be effective. 

Speed Humps                                                                 

Speed humps are raised sections of 

pavements designed to reduce speeds on 

residential streets. They may also reduce 

through traffic volumes where suitable al-

ternative routes are available. Speed 

humps are not to be confused with speed 

bumps: humps have a more gradual rise 

and have not been found to create safety 

or operational problems. Humps are used 

in a series and are usually spaced from 

600 to 1000 feet apart. They should not 

be installed on streets less than 1500 feet 

in length or on cul-de-sacs and dead end 

streets. Speed humps should also not be 

installed on severe grades or curves or on 

streets wider than 40 feet. Locations with-

out curb and gutter must be considered 

carefully as such locations may encourage 

motorists to use the shoulders to avoid the 

 
 
              Flat Top Speed Hump Profile 

 
 

Turn Prohibition/One Way 
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hump. The type of speed hump currently 

used by the Department is the flat-top pro-

file, which is designed for use on roads 

with an Average Weekday Traffic (AWDT) 

of fewer than 5,000 vehicles. Locations 

with an AWDT of more than 5,000 vehi-

cles must be studied carefully prior to in-

stallation of any feasible device. Flat-top 

humps have been shown to reduce speeds 

to between 24 and 30 MPH throughout 

the entire roadway. 

Traffic Circles 

Traffic circles are raised islands placed 

at four-way and T-intersections. Used only 

on residential streets, circles are intended 

to reduce the speed of traffic by reducing 

the street’s width and forcing motorists 

from their normal travel path. The circles 

are installed in a series and are spaced 

from 600 to 1,000 feet apart to maintain a 

reasonable speed throughout the street. 

Traffic circles offer the neighborhood an 

opportunity for beautification, as land-

scaping may be placed within the raised 

islands. (Prior to installation of circles, the 

citizens’ group needs to agree to maintain 

the landscaped area.) Traffic circles differ 

from roundabouts (see be-

low) in that motorists turning 

left at traffic circles are not 

required to drive around the 

island placed within the in-

tersection. This type of op-

eration is required due to the 

difficulty experienced by 

truck operators in making 

left-turn movements when 

they are required to drive 

around the island. Stop signs 

are retained on the minor 

street approaches, and the 

normal right-of-way rules 

prevail. To limit the number 

of conflicts within the inter-

section, it is recommended 

that the greater of the minor streets’ 

AWDT be limited to fewer than 1,000 ve-

hicles per day and that the street’s width 

not exceed 36 feet. Traffic circles may be 

supplemented by other raised traffic is-

lands on a street where unevenly spaced 

intersections would lead to improperly 

spaced traffic circles. These islands (which 

vary in shape) are placed at T-

intersections and mid-block locations; 

they cause a lateral (horizontal) shift in 

traffic, thereby slowing motorists. 

Roundabouts 

Like traffic circles, roundabouts have a 

circular raised island in the center of an 

intersection. In addition, divisional islands 

are used on some or all of the approaches 

to prevent traffic from making direct left 

turn movements in front of the center is-

land. Roundabouts are large enough for 

trucks and buses to traverse, and KEEP 

RIGHT and ONE WAY signs are placed to 

establish a counter-clockwise flow of traf-

fic around the island. Roundabouts are 

appropriate where traffic circles are de-

sired but the minor street AWDT exceeds 

 
 

Traffic Circle 
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1,000 vehicles per day, and on roadways 

wider than 36 feet. Roundabouts have 

YIELD signs on each approach and pro-

vide the added benefit of reducing delays 

to side-street traffic by giving equal vehic-

ular right of way. They also reduce inter-

section related accidents by slowing ap-

proaching motorists and eliminating direct 

left turns. 
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Semi-Diverters 

Semi-diverters are the narrowing of 

street approaches to intersections. In con-

junction with Do Not Enter signs, these 

devices are used to prevent access into a 

neighborhood. Semi-diverters are installed 

to address through traffic problems by 

modifying traffic patterns in the same 

manner as one-way streets while still al-

lowing two-way traffic beyond the prohi-

bition. Because of their effect on traffic 

patterns, semi-diverters should be in-

stalled only on streets which have an ade-

quate alternative route to serve diverted 

traffic. Because they can be easily violat-

ed, police enforcement is required to ob-

tain the full benefits of semi-diverters. 

Chokers 

Chokers are the narrowing of streets, 

either at an intersection or midblock loca-

tion, to reduce the speed of motorists. The 

narrowing is usually accomplished by re-

constructing the curb line to extend into 

the street in a ‘‘bulb’’ fashion, but can also 

be achieved by providing an island in the 

center of the street (reverse choker). 

Chokers are similar in appearance to 

semi-diverters, but two-way traffic is 

maintained. The primary advantages of 

chokers are safer pedestrian movements 

due to a reduction in the distance and 

time it takes to cross the street, and an 

improved neighborhood appearance 

when properly landscaped. Due to the 

limited effect on travel speeds and vol-

umes when used alone, chokers should 

only be used in conjunction with other 

physical measures such as traffic circles or 

roundabouts. 

LEVEL III MEASURES (REQUIRED POINTS 

SCORE = 80 POINTS) 

Level III measures are used solely for 

the purpose of addressing severe through-

traffic problems. These measures have the 

greatest detrimental impact on the resi-

dents of the neighborhood and should be 

considered only after all other measures 

have been shown to be ineffective. In ad-

dition to requiring a petition (as in Level 

II), Level III measures require a public 

hearing to give the general public an op-

portunity to express their concerns.  Due 

to the severe impact on travel patterns, 

Level III measures should not be consid-

ered on residential collector streets. 
Diagonal Diverters 

 

 
 

Semi-Diverter 
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Diagonal diverters are raised curbed 

and landscaped areas placed diagonally 

at intersections. These devices convert 

the intersections into two unconnected 

streets with sharp turns. They are strate-

gically located to prevent direct move-

ments through a neighborhood while 

still allowing the through movement to 

occur over a longer distance. The addi-

tional time it takes to traverse the neigh-

borhood discourages through traffic. Di-

verters should only be used as part of a 

system of neighborhood traffic manage-

ment devices, as individual installations 

do not benefit the neighborhood as a 

whole. 
 

Full Closures 

Full closures are the most effective, but 

also the most restrictive, neighborhood 

traffic management devices used to deter 

through traffic. They involve removing or 

completely blocking the paved area at a 

strategic point and constructing turn-

arounds. Full closures should only be 

considered when all other traffic man-

agement devices have been found to be 

ineffective in addressing the neighbor-

hood’s problem. Full closures should only 

be considered at locations where a rea-

sonable alternate route exists and where 

the impacts to the neighborhood and the 

general traveling public are considered 

acceptable. 

 

Note: The Department reserves the right to 

implement or install NTMP measures to ad-

dress critical safety concerns directly at-

tributable to excessive traffic speeds or vol-

umes, even if the generally required 

citizen support is not received. In addi-

tion, once any NTMP physical measure is 

installed, it shall only be removed or mod-

ified if it is determined that the measure is 

the direct cause of a traffic safety problem. 

 Full Closure Planter 

 
 

Diagonal Diverter  
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NTMP Point Assignment System 

For the purposes of NTMP, a residential 

street is defined as a County-maintained 

roadway with substantial residential de-

velopment (with lot sizes of two acres or 

smaller) fronting both sides of the street, 

and which does not function as a rural or 

major collector or as an arterial road. The 

following information is used to develop a 

numerical score for each requested resi-

dential street. Scores are used to rate the 

requested streets according to their pre-

vailing traffic conditions and to determine 

which level of NTMP measures is appro-

priate for the subject street. A high score, 

available funding, and other factors are 

used to determine which roadways will 

proceed to the next NTMP phase, which 

may involve direct community participa-

tion in educational measures such as the 

Speed Awareness Program or obtaining 

the required community approval for the 

installation of such measures as speed 

humps and traffic circles. 

ROAD CATEGORIES 

The initial step in determining a re-

quested street’s point score is to identify 

the road category in which the street falls. 

NTMP recognizes three categories of resi-

dential streets: 

 Secondary residential 

 A 26-foot-wide (or narrower) local 

access street. 

 Primary residential 

A 36 to 52-foot-wide street which 

functions as a main access point to a 

neighborhood or as a through road, 

but does not directly connect two ma-

jor roads. 

 Residential collector 

A 36 to 52-foot-wide street which di-

rectly connects two major roads. This 

type of street serves a significant vol-

ume of commuter traffic. 

Given the wide variety of roadways 

throughout the County, many of which 

are constructed to non-standard designs 

and which have unique functions, some 

streets for which measures are requested 

may not comfortably fall into any of the 

above categories. However, it is expected 

that through the use of sound traffic engi-

neering judgment, each street will be fit-

ted into the category to which it is most 

closely related or the desirable AWDT 

volume (see below) for that street will be 

modified as required.  

POINT SYSTEM CRITERIA 

Once a requested street has been cat-

egorized, a point system using eight crite-

ria is used to determine the street’s score. 

1. Traffic volume 

Points are assigned according to the 

street’s category and the desirable 

AWDT for that category. The desirable 

AWDT is based on the road’s width, 

function, and the type of traffic which 

it should handle, considering the over-

all local roadway network. Points are 

assigned according to how much 

greater (by percentage) the current 

AWDT volume on the requested street 

is than the desirable AWDT volume 

for the road category into which it falls 

(see the Neighborhood Traffic Man-

agement Program Point Assignment 

Work Sheet on pages 13 and 14 for 

details about the traffic volume and 

other criteria). 

 30 points maximum score 

2. Speed 
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Points are assigned according to how 

many miles per hour the measured 

85th percentile speed on the requested 

street is over the posted speed limit. 

The 85th percentile speed indicates 

that 85 percent of vehicles on a par-

ticular street are traveling at this speed 

or below, as measured by a spot speed 

study. The 85th percentile speed is a 

nationally recognized standard. 

 35 points maximum score 

3. Traffic accidents  

Points are assigned based on the 

street’s accident rate (accidents per 

million vehicle miles) for the three 

most recent years for which accident 

data is available. Adjustment factors of 

2 and 1.5 are used, respectively, for 

converting accident rates into score 

points for Secondary and primary resi-

dential streets. Additional points are 

given if there is a record of pedestrian 

or fatal accidents. 

 30 points maximum score 

4. Elementary school or playground on 

the street 

Ten (10) points are assigned to a street 

on which an elementary school or a 

playground is located. 

  10 points maximum score 

5. Major pedestrian generators 

Five (5) points are assigned to a street 

which has one or more major pedes-

trian generators within one-quarter 

mile of the street. Major pedestrian 

generators include schools, libraries, 

parks, playgrounds and stores. 

 5 points maximum score 

6. Sidewalk 

Points are assigned according to how 

much (by percentage) of the street 

does not have sidewalk. The points are 

calculated by multiplying the percent-

age of the street without sidewalk by 

10. For example: 80% (without side-

walk) x 10 = 8 points.  

10 points maximum score 

7. Limited sight distance 

Five (5) points are assigned to a street 

with uncorrectable and extensive sight 

distance limitations due to such condi-

tions as vertical or horizontal curves. 

 5 points maximum score 
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8. Cut Through Traffic 

Ten (10) points are assigned to a street 

on which a majority of the current 

AWDT volume is comprised of non-

local (cut-through) traffic. It is ex-

pected that non-local motorists (typi-

cally commuters) may not be as sensi-

tive to a neighborhood’s safety needs 

as the neighborhood’s residents. In 

addition, non-local motorists may be 

less receptive to neighborhood-

sponsored educational measures such 

as the Speed Awareness Program. 

10 points maximum score 
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NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

POINT ASSIGNMENT WORKSHEET 

STREET NAME              

FROM        TO        

STAFF           DATE     

 

1) VOLUME (Average Week Day Traffic)        POINTS 

                 (MAXIMUM 30) 

 

 

 

ROAD CATEGORY 

DESIRABLE 

AVERAGE WEEK 

DAY TRAFFIC 

(vehicles per day) 

 

DESIRABLE 

PEAK HOUR 

VOLUME 

 

 

CURRENT AVERAGE WEEK DAY TRAFFIC 

(vehicles per day) 

 

 

 

 Secondary Residential 

 

 Primary Residential 

 

 Residential Collector 

 

 

 

 

600 

 

2000 

 

3000 

 

If exceeded 

(10 Points) 

 

100 vpd 

 

200 vpd 

 

300 vpd 

 

    

(10 Points)  (20 Points)  (30 Points) 

 

  600---750   751---900   >900 

 

2000---2500 2501---3000 >3000 

 

3000---3750 3751---4500 >4500 

 

 
Secondary Residential --------- 26’ (or narrower) local access road. 

 

Primary Residential -------------- 36’ to 52’ primary residential road which may function as a through road but 

does not directly connect two major roads. 

 

Residential Collector ----------- 36’ to 52’ through road which directly connects two major roads. 

 

 
2) 85TH PERCENTILE SPEED             POINTS 

 POSTED SPEED LIMIT     ______            
(MAXIMUM 35 points)

 

 

 MILES PER HOUR (MPH) OVER POSTED SPEED LIMIT 

TYPE OF STREET <6 MPH 6---10 MPH 11---15 MPH >15MPH 

Secondary Residential 5 15 points 25 points 35 points 

Primary Residential 5 15 points 25 points 35 points 

Residential Collector 5 15 points 25 points 35 points 

 

 
TOTAL POINTS SHEET 1 ___________ 
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STREET NAME          DATE     

 

 

 
3) ACCIDENT RATE     X 2.0 ( Secondary Road)          =        _________  Points       POINTS 

                        X 1.5 (Primary Road)                       =        __________Points 

             Plus add (Pedestrian = 5 pts., Fatal = 10 pts.)                                        =        __________Points 

 

      Accident rate = # accidents x 1,000,000                                                                     

                                    1095 x AVPD x road length                                 Total Points     __________ 

                                                                                                                                 (MAXIMUM 30 Points)            

 

4) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OR PLAYGROUND ON ROADWAY       POINTS 

   (YES = 10 Points)
 

 

 

5) MAJOR PEDESTRIAN GENERATORS           POINTS 

 Schools, libraries, parks, playgrounds,                                 
(YES = 5 Points) 

 

stores, etc. within ¼ mile radius of subject road.      

 

 

6) SIDEWALK               POINTS 

(MAXIMUM 10 Points)
 

% of roadway without sidewalk on at least one side multiplied by 10.  

Example: 80% x 10 = 8 pts.  

 

 

 

 

7) LIMITED SIGHT DISTANCE             POINTS 

(Uncorrectable and extensive sight distance conditions due                (YES = 5 Points) 

 to vertical or horizontal curve) 

 

 

8) CUT THROUGH TRAFFIC                                                POINTS 

          (Yes = 10 Points) 

 

 

 

       SHEET 1 TOTAL:      POINTS 

       SHEET 2 TOTAL:      POINTS 

 

          TOTAL SCORE:    POINTS 
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The Neighborhood Traffic Management Process 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT REQUESTS AND 

DEPARTMENT RESPONSE 

Requests for neighborhood traffic man-

agement must be made by the home owners 

association or through their elected council 

representative. 

When a request is received, the De-

partment will conduct a traffic study of the 

requested street in order to obtain traffic 

volume, speed, and accident information. 

In addition, information on pedestrian 

safety and the street’s physical conditions 

will be gathered. The Department will re-

view this information and assign points to 

the studied street, as described in the pre-

ceding section, NTMP’s Point Assignment 

System (page 10). 

According to the street’s point score 

and the study’s overall findings, the staff 

will recommend the appropriate level of 

NTMP measures to address the street’s 

prevailing conditions. (A minimum score 

of 50, 60, or 80 points is required for a 

street to be eligible for Level I, II, or III, 

respectively.)  

Once the street is found to be eligible 

for either Level II or III of NTMP measures, 

further review will be made to determine 

if the street’s physical conditions (horizon-

tal curvature, grade, drainage, etc.) will 

allow the safe installation of physical traf-

fic management devices and to ensure 

that emergency-vehicle and bus access 

will be preserved on the studied street. 

Also to be assessed at this point is the 

probability that the installation of traffic 

management devices on a particular street 

may divert traffic onto other residential 

streets. If a significant volume of traffic is 

expected to be diverted onto other streets, 

those streets will be identified and evalu-

ated for possible installation of traffic 

management devices. 

If a street is found not to be eligible for 

any level of NTMP measures, the staff will 

always review such a street to ensure that 

all of the appropriate traffic control devic-

es are in place in accordance with the 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devic-

es. Streets not meeting the required crite-

ria can still obtain the NTMP device if 

90% of the home owners on the affected 

street and 60% on all the side streets 

agree in writing to the NTMP device. 

It should be noted that the NTMP ap-

proval process also requires input from 

the Police and Fire Departments in terms 

of their impact on emergency response 

time in the serving area. The representa-

tives from these Departments are invited 

in the community meeting, organized by 

the HOA, to provide their input on how 

the possible measures will impact the 

community. This is to ensure that the 

community makes an informed decision 

about emergency services in their respec-

tive area before sending the petition to the 

DPW&T. We reserve the right not to pro-

ceed with the installations if there are 

negative impacts expressed by the Police 

and Fire Departments. 
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DEPARTMENT’S RESPONSE TO REQUESTOR 

AND NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING 

The HOA or the Councilmember’s of-

fice will be informed in writing of the 

study’s results and the staff’s recommen-

dations. If the requested street is eligible 

for NTMP measures, the requestor will be 

informed regarding the next step in the 

process, which involves scheduling a 

meeting between the neighborhood resi-

dents and the Department’s staff. At this 

meeting, details about the various NTMP 

educational measures (such as the Speed 

Awareness Program), the installation of 

physical traffic management devices (traf-

fic circles, speed humps, etc.) or the im-

plementation of traffic diversion measures 

(one-way street patterns, turn prohibitions, 

etc.) will be discussed. The required 

neighborhood approval process (by 

agreement, petition, and/or public hear-

ing) for the selected measure will also be 

discussed.  

IMPLEMENTATION OF APPROVED  

NTMP MEASURES 

When the Department receives the re-

quired neighborhood agreement to partic-

ipate in educational measures or the re-

quired approval for either the traffic 

management devices or traffic diversion 

plans, it will proceed as follows: 

1. For educational measures, schedule 

and coordinate Speed Awareness 

Days; 

2. For traffic diversion measures, install 

the appropriate traffic control devices 

(signs) to establish one-way streets or 

turn prohibitions; and  

3. For the installation of physical traffic 

management devices, place the eligi-

ble street on a candidate list for instal-

lation, which will be prioritized ac-

cording to each street’s point score, 

the initial date of request for the street, 

available funding, schedule of resur-

facing of that particular street, and 

other factors. 

4. After any of the described measures 

have been installed, the Department 

will monitor the project street and the 

residents’ input to determine the effec-

tiveness of the utilized measures and 

their impact on the surrounding road 

network. 

 


